February 24th, 2014

Dear President Kim,

We, the organizations and individuals undersigned, write to urge you to use your authority to expand funding for B-SPAN, the Bank’s Internet-based webcasting system, so that it can fulfill its original mandate. The re-invigoration of B-SPAN as an uncensored channel streaming Bank policy dialogues to the public dovetails with your efforts to reform the institution into a “solutions bank” and raise the Bank’s profile as a center of development expertise. We urge the Bank begin by webcasting civil society sessions from future Bank-IMF spring and annual meetings. We would also like to meet with you to discuss how webcasting Bank policy dialogues can help the institution eliminate extreme poverty by 2030. This is our second letter requesting action on B-SPAN, and is in response to a letter from Managing Director Caroline Anstey sent October 3, 2011 but only received by us on May 29, 2013. While we appreciate the important work the Bank has done to increase its openness, we believe the case in favor of B-SPAN is far stronger than any reasons we have heard to the contrary, and want to reiterate our original request with renewed enthusiasm for reviving B-SPAN.

As background, B-SPAN was launched in 2000 to film the plethora of policy dialogues, seminars and conferences taking place inside Bank headquarters and to stream the content to the public. B-SPAN’s motivation was to provide global development practitioners with an opportunity to access knowledge critical in helping them reduce global poverty and enhance sustainable development. It also provided Bank personnel with an opportunity to connect and expand communications opportunities with external constituencies. Finally, it sought to increase the Bank’s influence so as to create new business opportunities for itself. After its launch, B-SPAN was enthusiastically embraced by thousands of Bank staff and the viewing public who valued the transparent, unedited webcasts providing critical development knowledge free of spin. With the support of Bank staff between 2000 and 2004, B-SPAN disseminated more than 700 unedited webcasts of Bank events to the public. When it was last fully functioning in 2004, B-SPAN webcasts were watched by a quarter-million viewers and its website accounted for almost 2% of the entire Internet traffic the Bank received that year.

From our discussions and exchanges with Bank officials, we have heard three basic concerns for their reluctance to revive B-SPAN. First is over viewership where Bank officials have cited anemic traffic statistics of people watching B-SPAN webcasts. Second
and closely related, is a belief that Bank stakeholders are not interested in watching lengthy policy dialogues, but instead would rather receive information in formats that are short and concise. Finally, some officials believe the Bank’s video management system provides content that meets audience needs and goes beyond webcasting.

We believe the traffic data cited to us came from a period when B-SPAN was no longer in service, and therefore is not an accurate analysis of B-SPAN or its potential. In 2004, its webcasts achieved the record highs in viewership and Internet traffic cited above. Data trends by 2004 had recorded triple-digit growth in all traffic indices for three years running. Audience viewership came from 185 countries. More than 18,000 subscribers had joined B-SPAN’s monthly newsletter, making it second only to the Bank’s general email list as the institution’s largest. And, almost half the audience viewed webcast streams for ten minutes or longer and many for twenty minutes or longer meaning tens of thousands of global development practitioners and government officials found value in the content by investing time in watching the webcasts.

We think the notion stakeholders will not be interested in watching extended policy dialogues undersells the valuable content the Bank creates daily. If external audiences are not interested in watching webcasts of the Bank’s seminars and conferences, why hold the events at all? The Bank proudly promotes its Open Data, Open Aid Partnership and Mapping for Results initiatives as democratizing and redefining the development paradigm. Why wouldn’t transparent webcasts of its daily policy dialogues where the Bank’s data is discussed and put into context by internal and external experts achieve the same results? Clearly, these events are valuable for the Bank personnel, invited guests and external audiences. We should not confuse stakeholders such as media and civil society actors who need quick and targeted responses from the Bank on policies or projects as the audience targeted for B-SPAN’s webcasts. Media and civil society actors will be interested in B-SPAN webcasts, but the system is primarily designed for economists, academics and government officials who want and need to know the details of the policy dialogues they are watching. They are who generated the robust traffic numbers cited above.

Officials suggest the Bank’s video management system allows the institution to provide products to external audiences beyond webcasting, and importantly curates content based on audience usage. We believe this is not in the interests of the Bank or its stakeholders. This suggests the Bank is using traffic data to determine what content to feature rather than allowing stakeholders to make their own decisions. B-SPAN’s experience was that even relatively low-trafficked events on niche policy subjects could have a powerful impact for interested development practitioners outside the Bank. Content users know their needs better than anyone else. Our view is that it should be the content users who decide what is relevant rather than editing from a select group of Bank officials.
Currently, the Bank has "World Bank Live" in place to webcast a few major events (a Presidential speech, a large conference, etc.) each year. This is a far different model than B-SPAN, which focused on policy and issue-related events held daily. At its zenith, B-SPAN conducted more than 350 webcasts annually, and even this large number only represented a fraction of the events held at the Bank each year. There is nothing incompatible with merging B-SPAN into the Bank’s video management system as an operating channel. B-SPAN could take advantage of new streaming and social media technologies that didn’t exist when it originally functioned. These technologies would disseminate B-SPAN streams at very low cost and with mobile phone applications these events can now reach countless millions instantly. The Bank’s marketing team would benefit by having a myriad of branding opportunities. The video management system would benefit by piggybacking off of B-SPAN’s audiences to heighten attention to its other product lines.

To be plain-spoken: This issue is not about branding, instant communications, targeted communications or new technologies. It is also not about the Bank continuing its progress on transparency, though that is a worthy goal. This is about knowledge sharing of events not deemed confidential so that the vital information locked within the Bank’s walls - knowledge often generated from the sources and resources of its clients - can get to external development stakeholders to help them in the application of their own global poverty reduction efforts. *Importantly, for the Bank, tangible benefits would accrue for the institution as it would focus global attention upon itself as one of the pre-eminent sources of knowledge on development, thereby generating new business opportunities.* At a time when the Bank is implementing budget cuts, investing in a resuscitated webcasting system would recoup outlays many times over. For example, as the Bank implements reductions in staff travel expenditures, B-SPAN can fill the gap by allowing overseas staff costless and immediate access to Bank meetings and events in Washington.

In closing, we wish to acknowledge and thank the Bank for the important progress it has done to become more open and accessible. We also believe more progress is possible and vital to the interests of the Bank and its stakeholders. Again, we think the re-invigoration of B-SPAN as an uncensored channel streaming Bank policy dialogues to the public dovetails with your efforts to reform the institution into a "solutions bank" and raise the Bank’s profile as a center of development expertise. Therefore, we wish to reiterate our request the Bank resume B-SPAN’s webcasting of Bank policy dialogues and begin by webcasting all civil society sessions of future Bank-IMF spring and annual meetings. We believe this initial step is appropriate and would be beneficial to all. Finally, we share with you a common vision that the Bank’s development knowledge can help end extreme poverty by 2030. Therefore, we again request a meeting with you to discuss how webcasting the Bank’s daily policy dialogues can best be implemented to help achieve this objective.
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